
India in new light with

Contemporary experiences in an ancient land



A collage of exceptional experiences  by Equinox



EXPLORING INDIAN ART WITH AN EXPERT

Meet Priyanshi our in-house administration and
management professional, who has worked with
a contemporary art gallery in Mumbai, an art
foundation in New Delhi and has been involved
with projects like the Venice Biennale and Frieze
Art Fair London and New York. Currently based in
New Delhi, she is exploring and explaining the art
scene in the center of this South Asian hub.

Check out the current art scene in Delhi. Be it
modern or contemporary Delhi has something for
everyone.



If you plan to travel in January don’t 
miss on the India Art  Fair, the biggest 
in the South East Asia.
30 January  - 02 February ‘20



Learn about the evolution of Indian art at the
National Gallery of Modern Art. India’s most
important repository of works from the 20th Century



COCKTAILS AT AN ART GALLERY

We invite you to a very special venue for a dinner at one of India’s Leading
contemporary art galleries. Your hosts , the curators will deconstruct the
inner workings of contemporary Indian Art world for you.
The curators may also invite an artist who is being showcased to talk about
the oeuvre.



DINNER WITH CELEBRITY CHEF & ACTIVIST RITU DALMIA 

An opportunity to meet and dine with celebrity chef Ritu Dalmia
known world over for her Italian cuisine. Ritu is the proprietor of
several restaurants in the capital new Delhi and has in recent times
also opened one in Milan. Ritu has authored many books on Food
including a vegetarian cook Book Diva Green and Traveling Diva and
also has her own food show shot in Italy on the travel and lifestyle
channel NDTV Good Times.





TERRIBLE TWO’S DELHI FASHION TOUR 

For a newer perspective on Indian fashion we
propose a meeting with 2 young and dynamic
fashion influencers . Zina and Zoya will take
you through how fashion trends get
established in the country coupled with
meetings with a reputed designer who will
showcase their oeuvre at their stores in the
fashion district of Delhi.



MYSTIC MOVEMENT
A MARRIAGE OF DANCE AND YOGA 

WITH NAVTEJ SINGH JOHAR 

An evening with Navtej Singh Johar, a dancer,
choreographer, scholar, yoga exponent and urban
activist. It took Navtej more than a decade of serious
practice and study in both to reconcile the two.





CHAI PE CHARCHA 
TÊTE À TÊTE OVER TEA

An interactive session with India’s leading journalists Ms. Maya
Mirchandani. Journalist, Researcher, Teacher and a strong
supporter of democratic ideas Maya’s opinions are uninhibited.
For nearly 25 years, she was a practicing journalist with NDTV,
reporting on Indian foreign policy, conflict and national politics.
She continues to be an active journalist and media commentator
with regular columns and a weekly video blog called Wide Angle
with Maya Mirchandani for TheWire.in where she debates and
discusses issues of foreign policy, national security and human
rights



DELHI URBAN MUSE

Visit india’s first public art district with
works of over 25 Artists

First of it’s kind urban phenomenon in
India with an artist or the curator of the
project

A non-profit organization working on art
projects in public spaces to make art
accessible to a wider audience.

We propose a walk with an expert who is
actively involved in the project.

They also host an annual festival around
Mid – February which includes
performances, workshops, seminars etc.
that throw light on India’s contemporary
design culture.











MUMBAI BY DAWN

This is a tour that pays homage to the people of Mumbai
and venerates all those who go about their business
obstinately with one purpose – a better life.

See how the city wakes up. Meet the behind the scenes
people who keep the city moving. Visit the fish, flower and
vegetable market. Also meet pole dancers of a different
kind.







MUMBAI LIKE A LOCAL 

Mumbai or Bombay is full of vibrant experiences that
connect the traveler to the life of its people.

Take a local train, the lifeline of a Mumbaikar.

Meet Dabbawalas – The 6 sigma stars, and humble tiffin
delivery people whose systems have been studied at
Harvard.

Dhobighat – The openair laundry that makes a great
photostop





CULTURE VULTURE 

Visit Jawahar Kala Kendra 

Designed by architect and urban planner, Charles Correa,
this Jawahar Kala Kendra serves as a cultural hub to preserve
Rajasthan’s myriad arts and crafts. The venue holds regular
performances and exhibitions that introduce a traveler to
aspects of the country that one might not encounter on a
regular tour. The space also helps the traveler to have
interactions with an urban audience with an interest in the
arts.



Performances



Exhibitions and installations



JODHPUR, PRIVATE VISIT OF 
MEHRANGARH FORT 

Exclusive with the Museum Curator 
with champagne and dinner

Join Mehrangarh Museum curator
Mr Karni Jasol as he takes you on a
tour of the collection and shares his
expertise and insights. This is an
after hours tour when the fort is
shut for public. Listen to the tales of
sacrifice, of extraordinary events of
adventure and sheer joy of
discussing a painting or talking about
the fort architecture.





UDAIPUR - A DATE WITH ROYALTY

Dine in the middle of the city palace

The same location that was used by the
erstwhile rulers to host their guests. Enjoy the
traditional setting of this area. With its richly
decorated façade the venue is a unique
landmark.

A royal welcome in vintage cars and a setting
fit for kings.. This is certainly a highlight
experience.
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GAZEBO DINNER  
TAJ RAMBAGH PALACE

A private dinner experience in this royal abode

With the beautiful floral and light set-up our one of the
finest exclusive dining location Gazebo gives you a sense
of personal preference yet an unobtrusive service.









VARANASI
Walk in the footsteps of Buddha

Sarnath’s current status as a one-horse
town belies its religious and historical
significance. A bumpy half-hour drive from
Varanasi, it is the place where the Buddha
preached his first sermon after he attained
enlightenment.

Today as Buddhism has branched off into
several different sects we invite you to visit
the temples of each of these sects. With
their distinctly different architectural styles.
Tibetan temple, Thai Temple, Sri Lankan,
Japanese , Korean and Chinese temple.



VARANASI AND SARNATH

where Buddha gave his first sermon

Step back into time with an expert and go to
the source of all of these different school of
thoughts. The Buddha outlined his teachings
and established a framework for monastic
work at Sarnath. Its Ruins today tell the story
of the rise of monasteries, their subsequent
decline and the contemporary popular
revival of Buddhist philosophy



Grand Royal  Welcomes



JAIPUR

Maharaja Welcome at  Taj Rambagh Palace

This theme recreates the ambience of the
welcome accorded to a victorious Rajput warrior.
The entire driveway to the Palace is lined with
caparisoned horses and camels accompany
guests who are taken in royal carriages. A band of
folk musicians, elephants and horsemen lead the
procession. Guests are greeted with garlands and
the “tikka” ceremony is performed. Once all the
guests have congregated, a welcome drink is
served amidst an array of folk performers,
artistes and musicians.










